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Fall’s the Time to Organize
and Declutter Your Home
Some like spring cleaning; others, spurred by the start of a new school year and
need for a fresh start, prefer to organize in the fall. If you're in the latter category,
don’t wait for spring. The time to sort and declutter is now.
The number one thing on your to-do list? Make a to-do list. Write down each
task, decide your top priorities, and rank them in order of importance. Now start
tackling priority items in small groups. Doing three things a day is more
manageable and less stress-inducing than covering your whole list in a day.
When it comes to playing the game of “toss or keep,” be ruthless. Organization
experts suggest that if you’re having a hard time letting go of certain items, ask
yourself if you care enough to move with them. If you don’t, give them to
charity – but not stained or ripped clothing; this should always be tossed.
Don't forget your kitchen and bathroom – reorganizing these spaces can help
improve their efficiency. Bring frequently used items to the front of cupboards
and shift others to the back. Sort through your medicine chest and take items that
have expired to the pharmacy where they will be properly disposed of.
Your computer also deserves a decluttering. Sort items on your desktop, deleting
old files, and backing up important items such as photos and tax information to
your hard drive. Your computer will run more efficiently.
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Finally, celebrate reaching the end of your list. And face the upcoming holidays
relaxed.

How to Pick the
Homeowners Policy
That’s Right for You
Congratulations! You’ve made the decision;
it’s time to become a homeowner. But
before you even start your home search,
look into the kinds of homeowners
insurance you’ll need. Follow these tips to
protect your new family home for a lifetime:
Insure your home at replacement value
When you purchase homeowners insurance,
you have a choice between actual cash value
and replacement value. Actual cash value
insures your home at the amount it was
purchased for. While this seems like a good
idea, keep in mind that housing prices
fluctuate with the market. Replacement
value covers a total loss, including
rebuilding and labor costs. It’s pricier than
actual cash value, but worth the investment.
Purchase flood insurance or other
endorsements
Consider where you live and the correlated
risks. Water damage from a burst pipe is
typically included in your home policy, but
if a flood ruins your basement, you’re
responsible for the damage. Live in
California? Earthquake damage is also very
expensive and isn’t covered by most
insurance plans. Find out if you live in a
high-risk location that is prone to floods or
earthquakes. Floods are the most common
natural disaster in the U.S., so the extra
insurance cost is worth it.
Set the right liability limits
Most homeowner policies automatically
include a $100,000 coverage limit, but that
may not be enough. In an accident, you
could be held responsible for property
damage and bodily injury totaling well over
$100,000. Evaluate your personal assets and
earning potential to find the right limit.

Bambi Collisions Can Affect Your Car Premiums
Fall is deer hunting season, meaning it’s
time to hit the brakes for Bambi, and
also review your auto insurance.
From September to December, deer
migrate and mate, increasing chances of
collisions. According to the Insurance
Information Institute (III), the top month
for deer–vehicle collisions is November,
with October second.
Many are serious: An estimated 200
people die in deer–vehicle crashes
annually. But even minor collisions will
cause costly damage. One large insurer’s
claim history indicates that deer hit over
one million vehicles in a 12-month
period – that’s one million reasons to
double check your current policy to be
sure you have adequate coverage

deductibles. Raising deductibles is a popular
way to save money, but are you ready to
III says the average cost of a deer collision
pay $1,500 towards deer damage? Even if
claim totals $2,800. Typically, animal-related
you answered “yes,” it’s easier to save
damage is covered under comprehensive
money by avoiding deer altogether, which
coverage, not collision, but only if you hit the
you can try to do by following these tips:
animal. If you swerve to miss Bambi and hit
a tree, guardrail, or other car, it becomes a
Fall Driving Tips
collision claim.
Keep your eyes open between sunset and
Although the damage would still be covered
midnight, and early morning when deer are
under your collision coverage, collision
most active.
claims are rated the same as at-fault accidents
If you see one deer, more are likely to
by insurers, which likely means an increase
follow.
in your premiums. Comprehensive claims –
unless several claims are filed around the
Slow down at deer-crossing sites.
same time period – won’t generate an
If you have no choice, hit the deer, not
increase.
another vehicle or object.
If you have both coverage types, review your
Following these tips will help protect
you . . . and hopefully, Bambi.
Insurance Hunting

https://www.facebook.com/InsureMinnesota

Take Your Computer Pill: It’s a Good for You
Swallowable micro-computers are
revolutionizing health care – and raising
concerns.
The size and shape of a pill, these
computers monitor your body’s systems
and record your vital signs. Some can even
follow your body’s response to
medications.
They share information with doctors
wirelessly, in one case through a cellphone

app. Connected to the outside world by a
wearable patch, this pill effectively runs
on you, generating electricity as soon as
it hits your stomach.
Some have raised privacy concerns
about wider access to the most intimate
goings-on in your body, but robo-pills
could help prevent complications in a
host of diseases or ensure you receive
treatment quickly when needed.

